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1. Introduction 
It is well known that Efron’s [2] bootstrap provides very good estimators in nonpara- 
metric statistical analysis. However, the assumption of having i.i.d. observations has 
been an essential ingredient in most of the studies of its properties. Otherwise, the 
bootstrap will not provide consistent estimators (see Remark 2.1 of Singh [12]). 
This is due to the fact that a bootstrap method using an i.i.d. resampling procedure 
cannot reflect the nature of dependence relation among the observations. To make 
the bootstrap suitable for dependent observations, various block resampling pro- 
cedures have been introduced. Instead of drawing one sample observation at a time, 
a block of sample observations can be drawn according to some order increasing 
the block size as the whole sample size is getting large. This procedure will reflect 
some aspects of dependence among the observations and some studies have already 
exploited this idea. 
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Shi and Shao [l l] proposed a block resampling procedure for m-dependent 
observations. In addition to the original sample of m-dependent observations, they 
simulated i.i.d. observations from a sample source of interest, e.g., a standard normal 
distribution, and then they combined these data with block samples from the original 
m-dependent observations (cf. Section 2 of Shi and Shao [ll]). The merit of this 
method will be determined not only by the original data structure, but also by the 
choice of resample distribution as well. For example, if observations are from a 
very non-normal distribution and the resample distribution is chosen to be normal, 
then this procedure cannot be expected to provide a good estimator, specially so, 
when the sample size is relatively small. Hence the choice of a resample distribution 
plays a crucial role in this block bootstrap methodology. Shi and Shao [ 1 l] required 
also the existence of the third moment for the observations to obtain strong con- 
sistency of their sample mean distribution. 
It seems quite natural to use all possible block data of the original observations 
to construct an empirical distribution directly and then choose this distribution as 
a resample source to obtain the final resamples. Based on this idea, Kiinsch [5] 
proposed a moving block bootstrap to estimate a sample mean for general stationary 
observations. While his bootstrapped sample mean is not an unbiased estimator for 
the sample mean, it can be easily corrected by slightly modifying the procedure, e.g., 
by using Fz - E*( Fz) instead of Fz - F,,. On the other hand, this procedure still 
poses problems when trying to prove strong consistency for the sample mean and 
empirical processes of dependent observations. In our opinion, these difficulties are 
due to the fact that the block data proposed by Kiinsch lacks symmetry. We believe 
that, for the sake of proving strong consistency of the sample means assuming only 
two moments, either the block data structure or the resample source should be 
modified. 
In this paper we introduce a circular block bootstrap which can take care of the 
problem of biasedness. Our procedure has the special feature that the resampled 
data are like drawing from the empirical distribution function of dependent observa- 
tions. No information is lost concerning the nature of dependency of the original 
observations coming from a general stationary sequence. Our approach makes it 
also possible to prove strong consistency of empirical processes based on stationary 
mixing observations. This will be done in another paper. 
This paper is organized as follows. The procedure, basic theorems and main 
results are given in Section 2, while their proofs are carried out in Sections 3 and 4. 
We run several simulations similar to those of Kiinsch [5] and found that there 
were results more or less the same as those of Kiinsch [S]. Hence we omit the details 
here. 
2. Main results 
Let {X,, n 2 1) be a stationary sequence of random variables with /.L = EX, and 
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Var X, <cc and I:= I,, = Z(n), n 2 1, be a sequence of positive integers. Define 
xi,, = { 
xi7 i=1,2 )...) n, 
x, _ ,,, i=n+l,...,n+l-1. 
Let Y,,, =(X,,,, . . . , Xi+,_l,n), i = 1,2,. . . , n. Then we use {Y,,,}?_, as the resample 
source and draw them with replacement up to m times. The final resamples will be 
Yf,...., Y*,, an i.i.d. sequence with 
P*{YT= Yi,,}=l/n, i-l,2 ,..., n, 
where Y” = (X&r),+, , . . . , Xz), i = 1,2,. . . , m. The special choice of our block 
data { Yi,,}:,, enables us to get the following important result for i = 1,2, . . . , ml, 
P*{X:=X,}=l/n, j=1,2 )...) n, 
i.e., (X7, 1s is ml} are random variables with a common distribution function 
F,(x) = 6’ C:=, Z(X, < x), the nth empirical distribution function of Xl,. . . , X,, 
where Z(A) is the indicator function, i.e., I(A) = 1 if A # 0, otherwise 0. However, 
within one block, X&,,,+, , . . , Xz are no longer independent. They contain infor- 
mation about the nature of dependency of observations X, , . . . , X,. 
Let X, = n _ ’ C YE, Xi and S, = C:=, X,. Then the bootstrap sample mean is defined 
as X,T,,, = (ml) - ’ cl” , XT and its normalized version is (ml) “I( J?:,,, -%,,). 
Before stating our basic theorems, we list some general assumptions on observa- 
tions {X,, n > l} and sample means, which we will use in the sequel. 
(Bl) Var(n”*X,)+a”>O; 
(B2) n “*(T?,, - p) 2 N(0, a’); 
(Al) (nl)-’ “cl {( i (Xi+;,ti-p))*-E( i (X,-p))*} +O as.; 
,=o i=l I=, 
x z (1 Ii Cxi+j,n -P 
2 
)I > 2 em1 -+O a.s., r=, 
forany e>Oas n,m+oo; 
(A3) 6’ I’* f: (Xi+;,n-p)GX 
,=I 
-P I-‘/* ;: (xi-p)<x 
( 
+o 
,=I 1) 
almost surely for each fixed x. 
Theorem 2.1. Let {X,,, n 2 1) be a stationary sequence of random variables with 
p = EX, and Var X, <co. Suppose that (Bl), (B2), (Al) and (A2) aresatisfied. Then, 
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ifl+a andK’log4n+0, wehave 
sup IP{( mz)“2(X:.m - 
a.5. 
X,,,)<xIX,,...,X,}-P{n”‘(X,-p))x}I-0 
as n, m + 00. 
Theorem 2.2. Let {X,,, n 2 1) be a stationary sequence of random variables with 
p = EX, and Var X, < 00. Suppose that (Bl), (B2), (Al) and (A3) are satisjied. nen, 
if I=o(n)+a as n+a, we have 
sup lP{( ml)“‘(X , 
a.s. 
~,-~,)~xIX,,...,X,}-P{n”2(X,-~)~x>l-0 
as n+W. 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 enable us to establish the bootstrap of sample means for 
stationary mixing sequences. We first introduce the following dependence relations. 
Let (0, 9, P) be a probability space and 9, and S2 be two u-algebras contained 
in 9. Define the following measures of dependence between 9, and T2: 
P(Sl, 52) = 
Icovw, Y)l 
sup 
XtL,(:~,),~c~L(92) War X’ Var Y)“” 
and 
(Y(S,, S2) = s:iC,, IP(An B) -P(A)P(B)I. 
2 
Let {X,,, n 2 l} be a sequence of real valued random variables on (0, 9, P), 
9: = a(X,, n s i s m), c-algebras generated by the indicated random variables, and 
Put 
P(n)=supp(9t,Sz+tk) and cz(n)=supa(9F,9F+k). 
k=l k=L 
The sequence {X,,, n > l} is said to be p-mixing, or a-mixing, according as p(n) + 0, 
or a(n) +O as n -+oo, respectively. It is well-known that a(n) d p(n). 
Theorem 2.3. Let {X,, n 2 1) be a stationary p-mixing sequence of random variables 
with EX, = /1 and Var X, < ~0. Assume that 
Var S, + co, (2.1) 
(2.2) 
l(n)=1(2”) if 2k<n<2ki’, k-l,2 ,..., (2.3) 
Z+ 00 and In-‘(log n)“- 0. (2.4) 
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Then, we have 
as. 
sup~P{(ml)“2(r7:,, -x&+x,, . . . , xn}-P{n”2(Xn -p)sx>j~ 0 
Theorem 2.4. Let {X,, n 2 1) be a stationary a-mixing sequence of random variables 
with EX, = ,u and ( E/X,12t6)“(2tS) < ~0 for some 0 < S G 00. Assume (2.3) and 
a(n)< Cn-’ for some C>O, r>(2+S)/6, (2.5) 
l+oO, /& n’-% for some eO> 0. (2.6) 
Then Var X, i- 2 x2, Cov(X, , X,) converges to a constant o2 2 0. In the case of u2 > 0, 
we have 
sup I PI(ml) “2(x,T,,I -X,) <x(X I,..., X,,}-P{n”‘(X,, --/A) <x}$bO 
\ 
as n+m. 
3. Proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 
Lemma 3.1. Let {&,, n 2 1) be a sequence of random variables with EC,, = 0 and 
supnzI Es; < 00. Assume that there is a constant C > 0 such that for any n 2 1, 
(3.1) 
Then 
lim sup K, 511 
‘I2 log2 n 
=0 as. (3.2) 
n+ca n 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.7.6 of Stout [ 131 and hence omitted 
here. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let 
zTn = Er”2 i (x;-,),+, -Xn), i=1,2 ,..., m. 
j=l 
Then Z?,, , Z,%, are i.i.d. random variables and 
(mZ)“2(Xz,, -X,) = rnp”’ $ Z$. 
r=, 
(3.3) 
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We have 
+ I Var(X,) - I(Xn --P)~. 
Thus (Bl), (Al) and Lemma 3.1 imply that 
E*Zf$ + u2 as. 
On the other hand, for any E > 0, 
E*Z:,‘,Z(Z:,‘, z= m) 
(3.4) 
since (a+b)2Z((a+b)2~d)~4a2Z(4a2~d)+4b2Z(4b2~d) is true for all real 
numbers a, b and d 2 0. Hence, (A2) and Lemma 3.1 imply that for any E > 0, 
E*Z~,~Z(Z~,~ 2 .m) + 0 a.s., (3.5) 
which means that {Zz,, , i = 1,. . . , m, n 2 1) satisfies the Lindeberg condition. There- 
fore, by (3.3)~(3.5), 
(rr11)“~(??&,, -gn) zN(O, a*) a.s. 
as n, m + a~ and our conclusion follows from (B2). 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let G (m) be the distribution function of m p"2 1 r=, (Zi - EZ;), 
where Z, , . . . , Z,,, are i.i.d. random variables with distribution function G. Using 
Mallow’s metric d2 (see Section 8 of Bickel and Freedman [I]), we have 
Let 
d,( G’“‘, H’“‘) c d2( G, H). (3.6) 
FJx)+; z 1r”2 ; (Xi,,,_p)sx . 
, ( i=l > 
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Then it is easy to see that the random variables {1-“* C:=, (X$_,Ir+j - p)}:, is i.i.d. 
with the distribution function F,,, and the distribution function of 
is PLm’. Now (Bl) and (Al) imply that 
I x2 dpm(x) + (T’ a.s. 
and (B2 ) and (A3) imply that 
(3.7) 
F,, 2 N(0, a*) a.s., (3.8) 
since (A3) is true almost surely for each fixed x and hence it is also true almost 
surely for all rational numbers. Applying (3.6), we have 
d,( p;““, N(0, u2)) = dz( ELmI”‘, N’“‘(0, u’)) G d,( fi,,‘,, N(0, a’)) + 0 a.s. 
by (3.7), (3.8) and Lemma 8.3 of Bickel and Freedman [ 11. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 2.2. 0 
4. Proofs of Theorems 2.3-2.4 
The following lemmas are standard. We state them here for easy reference (see, 
e.g., Shao [8]). 
Lemma4.1 (Peligrad [6]). Let {X,, n 1 1) be a stationary p-mixing sequence of random 
variables with EX: < ~0. Assume that 
f, PO”) < 00, (4.1) 
Var S, + Co. (4.2) 
Then, there is a positive constant u such that 
Var S 
n+ u2 0 (4.3) 
n 
Lemma 4.2 (Ibragimov [4]). Let {X,,, n 2 l} be a stationary p-mixing sequence of 
random variables with EX, = /1 and EX: < 00. Assume that (4.1) and (4.2) aresatis$ed. 
Then 
n”*(J7, -p) 5 N(0, CT’). q 
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Lemma 4.3 (Ibragimov [3]). Let {X,,, n 2 1) be a stationary a-mixing sequence of 
random variables with EX, = p and (E 1 X,]2+8)“(2+s) < 00 for some 0 < 6 s ~0. Assume 
that 
f as’(2+s)( n) < co. (4.4) 
n=, 
Then 
cc Var S 
r2=VarX,+2 1 Cov(X,, X,) exists and d+02. 
k=2 n 
If, in addition, 02> 0, then 
n”‘(X,, -p) 3 N(0, a’). Cl 
Lemma 4.4 (Shao [9]). Let {[,,, n 2 1) be a p-mixing sequence of random variables 
with Et,, = 0 and E I& Iy < a for some q 3 2. Then, there exists a constant K, depending 
only on q and p( . ), such that for each n 2 1 
(4.5) 
where [x] denotes the integer part of x. 0 
Lemma 4.5 (Shao [8,9]). Let {[,,, n z l} be a p-mixing sequence of random variables 
with Et,, = 0 and Et: < ~0. Then, for each q 32, there exists a constant K, depending 
onlyonqandp(~),such thatforanyx>O,O<B<AA~,n~l, 
P{y:T/j, 61 ax}Gj, p{151zAA> 
{ ( 
[bpl 
+ KxPq nq”exp K 1 ~(2’) 
,=a > 
X max (E$fI{ 15, ( GA})“‘~ 
IS,1 
( 
UW, nl 
+ n exp K C ~““(2-‘) log2 n 
,=O > 
x max E].$j]ql{]& G B} 
ZGfI 
bz3,~l 
C p4”(2j) 
j=O > 
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provided that 
Lemma 4.6 (Shao [8, lo]). Let {&, 1 G is n} be an a-mixing sequence of random 
variables with E.$, = 0 and (El&)‘)“” 5 D,for 1 s is n andforsome 1~ s c ~0. Assume 
that CY (i) G C,i-” for some C, > 1 and 6 > 0. Then, there exists a constant K, depending 
only on C,, 8, s, such that for any x3 KD,n’12 log n, 
Lemma 4.7 (Yokoyama [14]). Let {X,,, n 3 l} be a stationary a-mixing sequence of 
random variables with EX, = p and (E/X, 1’+‘)“(2+” < co for some 0 < 6 G ~0. Suppose 
that 2~s<2+S and 
f 
n‘/‘~l(Y(2+fi~F)/(2+fi)(n)<oo. 
n-, 
Then, there exists a constant K, depending only on s, 6 and a(. ), such that 
Lemma 4.8. Let X be Q random variable with EX’ (~0. Then 
% 2V{IX[ z= 2”“} < cc 
k-l 
and 
“(rm’)E(X12’Z{IX~ s 2h’2} < cc for every r > 1. 
Proof. The proof is trivial and hence omitted. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we conclude that conditions (Bl) 
and (B2) are satisfied. We first prove that (Al) is also satisfied. Without loss of 
generality, assume p = EX, = 0. In this case (Al) is equivalent to 
(HI)-’ C :~~{(~,~+,,~)‘-E(f,X.)‘)-O a.s. (4.8) 
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It suffices to show that Vs > 0 we have 
by the Borel-Cantelli lemma. In terms of (2.3), (4.9) is equivalent to 
for every F > 0. Put 
X,,, = X;l{lX,I s 2k’Z}, X,, = X,l{lX,l > 2k’2}, 
s,(n) = ‘ty Xi,k, 
;+n 
S,(n)= c x, 
i=;+r t=j+, 
pk,ti=["-::;:::"], 
5U.k = 
%,k = :“:::~~:~:r:{(‘~~,)x~+j)2-E(‘~~,’Xii,)2}, U=OJy.... 
We define $,,,k and ij,+ along the lines of [,,& and n,,k, respectively, with X,J 
replacing X,. For 2k G n < 2k+‘, write 
1::: { (‘~~,‘Xi+j,,,)~-E(‘~~,‘Xi)*}I 
nf’, {(_:Xi+j)2+(i=‘~~,~+,X.+j-~)2}+K.12(z*) 
c ;;;;:.;:;i!; vu k, , +61(2k) max ma: ) S,(i) 12+K.12(2k), j~2k+, i~,(2 ) 
where, and in the sequel as well, K denotes a positive constant, whose value is not 
important and may be different from time to time. 
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Since 1*(2”) = 0(2~1(2~)), we obtain from the above inequality that 
:= I,,k +  12.k + I&h, 
provided that k is sufficiently large. 
We first estimate 12.h. Take 
A = 2ki2, B = k-‘2”/‘, x z&2’/*, 4 = 4, n = /(2h) 
in Lemma 4.5. Then (2.4) implies (4.7). Noting that 
max max IS,(i)lS3 max 
,‘*I+’ I- 1(P) 
max lS,,~~,(i)l 
“- ,“I A+‘/l(zL) i- I(>“) 
and using Lemma 4.5, we have 
(4.11) 
2 k-t2 
G-P I2.k q2kj 
max lS,(~~~2”‘~ 
5-/(2h, 
+2-2k(1(2k)EX~I(IX,(~2h’2)+12(2h) 
+ ~(2~) . log’ ~2”) . EX;Z{[X,l s 2k’2k-‘l)> 
l(2”) 
2kP{jX,I 2 2k’2)+ 2k -+k-4+2-kEX;II((X,I~2k’Z) (4.12) 
Hence 
: I2.k <co 
k=l 
(4.13) 
by Lemma 4.8 and (2.4). 
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We now estimate I,,k. Using Lemma 4.4 with q = 2, we have 
2 
K'E 
< 2nP’ 
(( 
E ;, &rE%i))2+(~, E&)2) 
~n~‘(KnEX:I{IX,I~2”“}+2n’E21X,II{IX,l~2k’2}) 
+O as k+co uniformly in ldnS2’+‘. 
Let 1~ 0 < 2 such that 
(l-l/O)K”<$, 
where KO is a positive constant which will be specified later on. From 
it is easy to see that 
Z,,k S P max ITCj13 2k’2 
{ ,&+I I 
I I 
i 5;,k 3+E2”l(2k) 
2h/(31(2~))~,~2LII(ZL) u=O 
b&,31 
+cp max 
I I 
i &,k 3 $E2”1(2k) ) (4.16) 
,‘O (8~‘--‘2’)/1(2”)~,s_(H~‘2”)/1(2’.) u=o 
by (4.14) and Lemma 4.4, for every k sufficiently large. For (2k/1(2k))Om’P’ G is 
0mJ2h/1(2k), we have 
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by Lemma 4.4 and (4.15). Similarly, we obtain 
i 5U.k 2 - 
[(K-‘2~)/1(2’3] 
c <;,k -a&. 2V(2k). 
U=” U=” 
Therefore 
s K(2kZ(2k)))2 . $-j . E& 
4 
S K(2”Z(2k))-’ . E 
s K(2kl(2*))-‘( E 1”;) x,,, - Ei’?u,k / 4+(~(2k)E[X,ll(~& z2k’2})4) 
u=l 
G K(2kz(2k))-’ L+l EX;Z{[X,l s 2k’2} . 
Z(2k) 2k > 
(4.17) 
Using Lemma 4.8 and (2.4) again, we finally conclude that 
z Z,,h<W 
k=l 
(4.18) 
by (4.16) and (4.17). Similarly, we have 
1 z3,k <co. 
k-1 
(4.19) 
Putting the above inequalities together, we see that (4.10) is true and hence (Al). 
We verify below that (A3) is true as well. It suffices to show that VE > 0, 
1(2”) 
-P ZZ’2(2k) c xi <x (4.20) 
r=, 
Let 
(2u+l)l(2~)~1 
6u.k = c 
j=Zu/(Z”) 
l(2”) 
zZ’2(2k) c x,+j <x ) 
i=l 
(Zu+2)/(2”)-1 1(2’) 
ru,k = c 
j=(2u+1)1(2”) 
Z-“2(2k) c x,+j <x 
~(2”) 
Z-“2(2k) c x,+j <x ) 
i=l i=l 
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u=O,l,.... Notingthat 
and that Z(2k) = 0(2~), we deduce 
+P max 1 i T,,*l BtEZij 
2x/(31(2k))~i~2h/1~2') j=O 
:= Jl,k + J2.k (4.21) 
for every k sufficiently large. Along the lines of the proof of (4.18), we can arrive at 
[,k<a and f J2,1<~ 
h-1 I\=1 
as well, which imply (4.20) immediately. This completes the proof of Theorem 
2.3. •i 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. It follows from Lemma 4.3 that (Bl) and (B2) are satisfled. 
We only need to verify that (Al) and (A3) hold true. Without loss of generality, 
we assume again that Z_L = EX, = 0. According to the proof of Theorem 2.3, it suffices 
to show that (4.10) and (4.20) remain true. Let Z&n, &,k, VU&, &,;,k, T,,,k, Zl,k, I&k, 
I 3,k, J,,k and J2,k be defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.3. We have, by Lemma 4.6, 
I2.k G p max max ISu1c2~j( i)lZ4~2~‘~ 
O~~sG2”+‘/1(2~) ISisl(2”) 1 
2 I%+2 
S-P 
Z(2k) 1 
max IS,I>$E~~/~ 
,S/(2”) I 
(k/2).((2+fi)(r+l)/(2+~+r)) . logr(2k/2) 
< K2-k.(rfi~(2+fi))/(2(2+fitr)) . kr (4.22) 
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Hence 
F b,k<cQ 
k=l 
As to I,,k, take l<s<l/(l+l/r-s/(2+6)). Then 
n!, nsp’a (2+8~2sv(2+yn) < K f, n.tpl . n-(2+sG2r)r/(2+8) <co 
by condition (2.5). Using Lemma 4.7, we obtain 
Applying (4.24) and Lemma 4.6 again, we derive 
I,,,SK.2“. - Wk) ( > 
F(r+l)/(s+r) 
r 2kvk) 
1(2”) 2k * ‘w p(2k) ( > 
. log’(2k) 
<K. pF,,~c-l)r/(F+T) . k’ 
by (2.6). Therefore 
Similarly, one can get 
This proves (4.10). 
As to J,,L, noting that )&,kl G /(2k), by Lemma 4.6 again, we have 
: J,,,cK A&$j(~)r+’ . log’(2”) 
k-1 
by (2.6). Similarly, 
189 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
which together with (4.28) implies (4.20). This completes the proof of Theorem 
2.4. 0 
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